What is Boolean Logic?
- Created by George Boole (Boolean Algebra)
- Based on true or false (1 or 0)
- Logic system used by computers
- The most common computational terms are AND, OR, NOT

Boolean Complete Combination

Knox Grand Concert Hall

The panel of the proposed design was to create a building with a unique identity as a venue of both music and drama. That concept was to design a Grand Concert Hall that uses architectural elements to store, in黑客 and create an interconnection for those considering the design in a larger context. The design is created in three parts: a grand hall, grand boxes, and a core. The project is a series of curves into the downtown area drawing in larger radia
tion for concerts and became an architectural identit
ation. Using boolean logic the design was able to keep the programmatic flow that connectshorizontally and vertically. The design allows control of the Winter Garden and the Grand Hall. The grand hall in this space were the coat, spa
er, and stage design. The grand hall is a stro
to create a plaza with stage, and roof geometry that allows acoustics. The lower levels support the main program and gradually shift toward private elements as one ascends through the three floors. The lower levels consist of lobby, the grand hall, grand boxes, and media room. Functionally this building has a simple core circulation on all three levels. There are three core shafts and a grand escalator located in the lobby. This schematic design has a superior function and urban visual presence.
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